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Introduction:
Wood "nishing work,
a promising area of research?
Paulo Charruadas 1, Pascale Fraiture 2, Patrice Gautier 3,
Mathieu Piavaux 4, Philippe Sosnowska 5
Translation from French: Rebecca Miller
First and foremost, we would like to make it clear that this introduction is not 
intended to be an exhaustive portrait and a complete historiographic overview 
of the question. As will be shown, the very partial exploration of this area of 
research to date prevents such an endeavour. We have therefore deliberately 
chosen to focus on the regions that are less poorly known for us: the former 
Low Countries (the Netherlands and Belgium), France and Italy. %e aim of 
this introduction is thus to prepare the ground for discussion of the question 
of wood #nishing work, that future research will necessarily complement and 
improve.
From "nishing work, early architectural treatises 
and joinery…
Finishing work using wood has a very minor place in architectural treatises 
of the 15th and 16th centuries. %e well-known works of Alberti, Palladio and 
Delorme, who perpetuated the Vitruvian concept of architecture, thus focus in 
particular on the orders and ratios of proportions as well as on building func-
tions. More technical considerations reserved for the di$erent kinds of materi-
als and their use are not uncommon, however, especially in the work of Alberti 
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and Delorme, but are more concerned with construction work; for #nishing 
work only Classical techniques are mentioned. When wood is addressed, it is 
to describe the material (quality and selection of di$erent species) and to spec-
ify strategies of felling (identi#cation of areas suitable for exploitation, period of 
felling and precautions to observe) and use (notably drying). Strongly inspired 
by Classical theories – considerations of wood material stemming most often 
from the Hippocratic theory of humours, the cardinal points conditioning the 
quality of the trees, and the seasons, like the moon, the period of felling –, such 
technical requirements generally deviate from recent observations by archaeol-
ogists and dendrochronologists (Touzé, 2011).
%e drying time before wood could be used is one of the rare technical ele-
ments linked to #nishing work. At least three years were needed before process-
ing wood for ‘planks, doors and windows’,1 according to Alberti, Palladio and 
Delorme. %is period would often be extended by another two years in pub-
lications from the late 17th and 18th centuries (Bullet, 1691; Blondel, 1737-1738 
Diderot and d’Alembert, vol. 10, 1765).
Delorme, whose theoretical work gives wood working in architecture an 
atypically important role for the period, focuses almost exclusively on carpen-
try, rarely discussing #nishing work except to mention ornaments ‘made of small 
pieces’2 or, in the great tradition of Vitruvianism, the ratios of the proportions to 
respect for doors and windows based on their placement in a building (Delorme, 
1561). In the early 17th century, the work of Jousse con#rms the importance of 
carpentry in architectural theory in France (Jousse, 1627). Doors, frames, planks 
and panelling – as the work of joiners – are logically not discussed.
%ese considerations on Italian and French treatises can be extended with 
caution to those written during the same period in the Low Countries, for 
example De Architectura by Charles De Beste c. 1599 (van den Heuvel, 1993; 
van den Heuvel, 1995). In contrast, the un#nished (and unfortunately incom-
plete) work of Simon Stevin, De Huysbou, probably written between the late 
16th and early 17th centuries, contains a few concrete descriptions related to ele-
ments of #nishing work (shutters, staircases, ceilings), although these are still 
imbued with Vitruvian mathematical concepts and the aesthetic vocabulary of 
the Italian Renaissance (van den Heuvel, 2005). %e idea is based on both a 
high degree of urbanity (relationship of a house to the city and to urbanism) 
and a strong practical sense (the most convenient means of implementation 
and the best markets for maintenance, the most resistant to weather, advice to 
prevent a given kind of wear, etc.). In the chapter discussing shutters, for exam-
ple,  Stevin takes care to describe the di$erent closure systems with the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each (van den Heuvel, 2005: 261-264).
In France, from all evidence the 17th century played a pivotal role in the study 
of the techniques of wood #nishing work. Interest in ‘joinery works’ signi#-
cantly increased in publications by the end of the century. While the question 
was not addressed in detail by Savot (1685),3 it grew in importance in works of 
the next several decades, and in practice, with an increasing focus on #nish-
ing work techniques. Bullet (1691), for example, successively envisages doors, 
casements, panelling, partitions, parquets and chimney #replaces, all elements 
composing the ‘principal works of joinery’.4 %e metier of joinery, however, 
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is not speci#cally addressed by this author,5 who limits himself to recommen-
dations on the preferred proportions, dimensions (units of measurement) and 
forms. Félibien (1690) approaches the question from a more technical view-
point, considering woodworking in terms of metiers. %e joiner thus collabo-
rated on a work site with the wood sculptor and engraver, as well as with the 
painter, a metier that the author associates with marquetry work. It is d’Aviler 
(1691) who would synthesise the state of knowledge on the question of #nish-
ing work in his architectural course, via notices devoted as much to the di$erent 
elements of wood #nishing work in a building as to the associated metiers. %e 
joinery of the assemblage is thus di$erentiated from that of veneering, while 
another notice discusses marquetry. Jacques-François Blondel next attempted 
a synthesis in De l’assemblage & des di!érens Pro"ls de Menuiserie à l’usage de 
la décoration des appartemens (Blondel, 1737-1738). %e technical tone demon-
strates a good understanding of the contribution of joinery in architecture at 
the time and the di$erent aspects of the profession: the quality of the wood, 
drying time, di$erent kinds of assemblages, pro#les of casements and panelling, 
etc., are all discussed, with plates.6 Pro#les of the professions were rede#ned in 
the Encyclopédie (Diderot and d’Alembert, 1765), and then in the famous trea-
tise by Roubo (1769): cabinetmaking/marquetry, ‘where one uses wood of dif-
ferent colours, cut into very thin sheets, applied by compartment on ordinary 
joinery’,7 is thus clearly di$erentiated from assemblage joinery ‘which has the 
aim of decoration and covering the apartments, for which knowledge of the 
design is necessary’8 (Diderot and d’Alembert, 1765). %ese two works would 
further give a mark of prestige to joiners, whose technical knowledge forms 
the main theme for the discussion, while earlier architectural works gave prec-
edence to the logic of architecture. Much more synthetic than Roubo’s work, 
the entry in the Encyclopédie connects the strategies of selections and condi-
tions for the use of wood – as in earlier works, a drying time of #ve years min-
imum is recommended – by providing the reader with a long list of potential 
defects in the material; it continues with eight di$erent types of assemblages 
and then addresses the ‘art of pro#ling and joining them together’9 in panel-
ling, mouldings and doors. An exposé on joiners’ tools accompanies the entry 
(Diderot and d’Alembert, 1765).
In a monumental work in four parts and six volumes, the third part being 
divided into three separately published ‘sections’, André-Jacob Roubo, com-
panion joiner and student of Jacques-François Blondel, presents a detailed and 
knowledgeable discussion of all of the known aspects of his metier. ‘Menui-
serie de Bâtiment’ is addressed in the #rst two parts (Roubo, 1769). %e author 
incorporates the information previously provided by Blondel, d’Aviler and in 
the Encyclopédie, enriching it with his own practical knowledge. %e author also 
played the role of educator when, in the preface, he emphasises the di$erences 
between carpenters and joiners: the #rst ‘use only large nearly green wood ele-
ments, cut and squared with a loggers’ axe and a wood chisel’10, while the sec-
ond ‘use only seasoned woods of a mediocre thickness, that are shaped with 
a jointer plane and a smoothing plane’.11 He also focuses on the subtleties of 
the terminology for professional pro#les involved in joinery, emphasising that 
the ‘Assemblage Joiners’12 (not to be confused with the ‘Cabinetmakers’)13 are In
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subdivided into two bodies, the ‘Building Joiners’ and the ‘Coach Joiners’.14 
%e craft of building joiner is discussed in 25 chapters, each addressing a speci#c 
aspect. In the #rst #ve chapters, the author successively discusses the geometric 
knowledge needed, the wood used for joinery, pro#les, assemblages and tools. 
%e eight subsequent chapters consider separately the di$erent parts of the #n-
ishing work. Casements, ‘shutters or pedestrian doors in gates’,15 doors – the 
theme covered in three successive chapters –,16 ‘parquet .oors’17 and panelling 
are all described in detail. %e author then develops each theme according to 
the kind of architecture, including living areas, churches, ‘sacristies or treas-
uries’,18 confessionals or organ cases. %is is followed by several very technical 
chapters which address the ‘Art du trait’ or stereotomy, how to glue wood in 
di$erent compositions and ways to shape the wood. %e work concludes with 
an exposé on staircases.
%e work of Roubo, by both its quality and relative precision, would con-
siderably in.uence the bibliography of the 19th century. In 1827, the Manuel du 
menuisier en meubles et en bâtiments suivi de l’art de l’ébéniste (Nosban, 1827) 
traces the path followed by the master joiner, contributing many nuances, par-
ticularly with respect to the use of di$erent species.19 %e Nouveau manuel du 
menuisier en bâtimens by Teyssèdre (1836) is also based in majority on Roubo’s 
writings. Even if the work of Oslet and Jeannin (1898) exposes the technical 
inventions and development of the kinds of living areas during the 19th century, 
among others by many examples of woodwork speci#c to di$erent rooms in a 
house, it also appears to have been inspired in its structure by Roubo’s funda-
mental technical information and skills.
… to modern scienti"c literature
While 18th- and 19th-century technical treatises address the architecture of their 
times, the #rst modern scienti#c research on wood #nishing work, in the 
19th century, focuses on the medieval period in a context of construction of 
broad national narratives and their heritage corollaries. In his famous explana-
tory dictionary, Viollet-le-Duc was a pioneer in the article ‘Joinery’20 (Viollet-
le-Duc, 1854-1868, vol. 5: 345-386), by studying the technical design of ‘Fences, 
skylights, shutters and panelling’21 during the Middle Ages. He also presents 
examples of known medieval gates in the articles on ‘Joinery’ and ‘Door wings’22 
(Viollet-le-Duc, 1854-1868, vol. 9: 346). %e wood frame, rare in medieval archi-
tecture, is discussed more brie.y in the article ‘Casement’23 (Viollet-le-Duc, 
1854-1868, vol. 5: 96). In his architectural treatise, the Belgian engineer and 
architect Louis Cloquet proposes ‘archaeological’ observations with technical 
recommendations based on joiners’ treatises (Cloquet, 1898-1901).
Such interest is manifested at the same time in museum contexts. A num-
ber of institutions enriched their collections of decorative arts with pieces of 
#nishing work. Doors, frames and shutters, medieval and post-medieval, were 
acquired, primarily for aesthetic reasons – they were considered here as part of 
the décor –, but also for preservation of an endangered cultural heritage faced 
with transformations of the landscapes and national territories.
11
10
%e constructive approach preferred by 19th-century architects and joiners 
seems to have had little impact on the work of archaeologists and art histori-
ans. Manuals on medieval archaeology were not much interested in wood #n-
ishing work and discuss it principally in terms of typology and style. Canon 
Edmond Reusens, for example, devoted several commentaries to doors and 
hinges, but discusses in more detail wooden fences, inspired here by the data 
provided by Viollet-le-Duc (Reusens, 1875). Camille Enlart would also be as 
terse 50 years later, although commenting brie.y on ceilings, especially those 
that were painted, illustrated with plates (Enlart, 1929: 146).
%e typological and stylistic approach dominates the bibliography until the 
1970s-1980s (e.g., Bruneel-Hye de Crom, 1965; Janse, 1971; Devliegher, 1980) 
with a few notable exceptions that illustrate the still used book by Robert Salz-
man. Salzman, an economic historian, published in 1952 a detailed synthesis of 
all the professions and types of construction materials used in English build-
ings during the Middle Ages.24 
In the 1980s, other approaches gradually began to reopen the question. Like 
Salzman, historians #rst examined written archives for information on the com-
merce of construction materials, especially wood (Fanchamps, 1966; Sosson, 
1966; Sosson, 1977; Sosson, 1986; Rackham, 1982) although it was less com-
monly used than stone and metal. Based on sometimes very explicit documen-
tation, the history of the crafts and corporations would also contribute, in the 
1980s, to a better determination of the role of joiners on construction sites and 
to better understand the relationships between this profession and that of car-
penters during the entire Ancien Régime.25 
Research on urban and rural homes also became fertile ground for stud-
ies of #nishing work. Such studies proliferated during the last quarter of the 
20th century, particularly bene#ting of restoration projects and the develop-
ment of building archaeology (Esquieu, 1995; Morris, 2000; Morriss, 2000). 
At the same time, interest in wood #nishing work is illustrated by the increas-
ing number of studies of frames, doors, .oorings and panelling (Genicot, 1987; 
Arnold and Kleber, 1996; Lewis, 1995). %eir study, however, remained une-
qual, the works cited bene#ting from the attention of researchers while others, 
such as staircases, were more or less neglected apart from a few publications like 
the volume of Demeures historiques et jardins devoted to this question through 
examples in Benelux (Maison d’hier et d’aujourd’hui, 1988). We can only point 
out here the pioneering two-volume work on technical and aesthetic studies of 
windows and doors in Ghent houses (Baillieul et al., 1993; Baillieul et al., 1995). 
%e chronological period is broad, covering seven centuries of history. %e vol-
ume on windows is divided into two parts, the #rst discussing the materials 
used (wood, iron and glass) while the second presents historical development 
using an architectural, archaeological, technical and aesthetic approach to the 
study of building construction and #nishing work. %e volume on doors uses 
the same structure, with an introductory chapter on coaches. Another work of 
note is the collection Architecture rurale de Wallonie, directed by Luc-Francis 
Genicot (Genicot et al., 1983-1992), which synthesises the observations made 
during the inventory of building heritage in Wallonia (Belgium). Each volume 
is dedicated to a region for which the typology of rural buildings is described, In
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as well as particular attention paid to wooden #nishing work, that is recorded 
and drawn such as structural elements of the buildings.
In Germany, the #rst summary of research focusing speci#cally on #nish-
ing work appeared in 2004 in volume 50 of the Jahrbuch für Hausforschung 
( Historische Ausstattung). Wood is well-represented with a section on doors 
and windows, and several contributions addressing, at least in part, ceilings 
and panelling. Observations are sometimes complemented by precise draw-
ings and a material and technical analysis of the elements studied (Klos, 2004). 
In France, the thematic inventories of cultural heritage26 have in the last sev-
eral years concentrated on wooden #nishing work, with volumes on frames 
( Bontemps, 2000; Bontemps, 2008), .oorings and parquets (Togni, 2012), ceil-
ings (Férault, 2014) and panelling (Roman et al., 2015). In Belgium, research 
on timber-framed buildings in the Meuse Basin has o$ered substantial insights 
into #nishing work in this kind of construction (Houbrechts, 2008).  Several 
case studies have comprehensively analysed certain elements of #nishing work, 
such as parquets (Buijs and Bergmans, 2010). Other more general publica-
tions propose an inventory of the di$erent interior arrangements (panelling, 
doors, windows, parquets), but essentially from formal and aesthetic perspec-
tives (de Harlez de Deulin, 2003; Carpeaux, 2004; Carpeaux, 2005). Some 
authors have also examined the spread of di$erent kinds of works, including 
double-hung windows (Georges, 2002: 25-32). In the Netherlands, synthe-
ses have been published on wood staircases throughout the territory (Janse, 
1995), as well as several works on windows (Janse, 1978: 170-176; van Drunen, 
1993: 123-136) and an essay on changes in windows from the Netherlands and 
in north- western Europe (Jehee, 2010). %e symposium Over de vloer, organ-
ised in 2008 by the Rijksdienst voor Archeologie, Cultuurlandschap en Monu-
menten, propose a consideration of the role of .oor coverings in building struc-
tures, a theme divided by material type and for which a contribution speci#cally 
presents a case study for wooden .oor coverings (Viersen, 2008: 116-125). %e 
numerous archaeological and heritage investigations of the Dutch urban house 
o$er a considerable amount of information on #nishing work (van Engelen-
hoven, 2005; Weve, 2013), although a synthesis of the data collected has not 
yet been presented. We note, also, the important volume devoted to interiors 
in Groningen during the 16th and 17th centuries, that gives a prominent place 
to staircases, .oorings, doors, wooden chimney, panelling, etc., through exam-
ination of written sources and an architectural and art historical analysis (de 
Haan, 2005). Finally, we point out the study handbook of building heritage, 
Inleiding in de Bouwhistorie, that, via a pedagogical approach, proposes a syn-
thetic view of some #nishing work products, principally doors, windows and 
staircases (Stenvert and van Tussenbroek, 2007). In Great Britain, research on 
windows and staircases bene#ts from particular attention through two relatively 
recent publications (Tutton and Hirst, 2007; Campbell and Tutton, 2013) that 
include archaeologists, historians, architecture historians, architects, engineers 
and restorers. %ese publications thus apply a multidisciplinary approach to 
the study and include an historical synthesis as well. Windows, for example, are 
addressed in three chapters: the window and its evolution (Louw, 2007), win-
dow frames (Roseman, 2007) and glasswork (Martlew, 2007). %ree chapters 
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also discuss staircases: #rst their use in England (Campbell, 2013), then more 
speci#cally in London (Roseman, 2013) and #nally changes in their implemen-
tation and decoration (Hall, 2013). We also note works on medieval doors (Yeo-
mans and Harrison, 2014). In Italy, this interest in #nishing work is shown, for 
example, in archaeological studies of buildings in urban contexts (Boato, 2005). 
In addition, a study was recently made on the spread of French-style windows 
in the Milan region during the 18th century (Landi, 2016).
Since the 1990s, dendrochronology has become a vital method of dating for 
the timbers used in carpentry. However, it took longer to be applied to the thin 
planks used in #nishing work, as the present volume demonstrates. %e obsta-
cles encountered are both technical and methodological. A few pioneering stud-
ies proposed dendrochronological dates for a window frame, a ceiling and an 
alcove (Fletcher and Morgan, 1981; Ho$summer, 1989; Houbrechts, 1999; Hou-
brechts, 2008; Tyers and Tyers, 2007; Crone and Sproat, 2011; Crone and Mills, 
2012), while the dendrochronology of works of art, particularly panel paintings 
and sculptures, gradually allowed re#nement of the method (Crone et al. 2000; 
Tyers 2001; Fraiture, 2002; Fraiture, 2007). In Belgium, the University of Liège 
conducted experimental research on #nishing work (e.g., Fraiture and Hou-
brechts, 2004a; Fraiture and Houbrechts, 2004b). At present, the #rst baseline 
studies of the potential of this method for a better understanding of joinery ele-
ments in buildings are being conducted (Fraiture, 2015). Finally, most recently, 
research undertaken in France, Italy and Belgium have demonstrated the con-
tribution of an interdisciplinary building archaeology for the study of ceilings 
(sometimes painted) and .oorings (Bouticourt and Guibal, 2008; Guibal and 
Bouticourt, 2010; Boato and Decri, 2009; Bernardi and Mathon, 2011; Sos-
nowska, 2013). %is research now allows better dating of these elements and bet-
ter understanding of the wood species utilised and, through this, an in-depth 
consideration of supply networks. It also contributed to the re#nement of the 
history of techniques by comparing archaeological observations with theoreti-
cal recommendations in 17th- and 18th-century treatises.
Contribution of this publication
From reading of this historiographic summary for a long time period, it is clear 
that wooden #nishing work is the poor relation of research in the history and 
archaeology of construction, carpentry taking priority. %e present publication is 
part of a desire to change this trend of research and work habits of historian and 
archaeologists specialised in buildings. It shows, on one hand, both a real interest 
in an approach to #nishing work for dating and the study of ancient buildings, 
and for a better understanding of the material cultures and modes of living. It 
reminds, on the other hand, that the limit between carpentry and joinery, while 
not entirely denuded of meaning, appears porous, sometimes arti#cial. %is 
point underlines most emphatically that a global approach to the wood used is 
a necessary condition to entirely understand the structure of a house, the logic 
of its construction and its ‘use’ and, more generally, the complex history of the 
building(s) studied. To go further, this suggests that the study of construction In
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materials should be considered as a whole, beyond the wood addressed in this 
publication. Awaiting research programmes that go beyond ‘material’ special-
ities, we take the #rst step here toward a global approach to wood materials in 
architecture, from construction to #nishing work, from carpentry to joinery.
%e articles in this volume were #rst presented during an international con-
ference held in Brussels on 29-30 November 2013 at the Royal Institute for Cul-
tural Heritage, organised by this institute, the University of Namur, the Uni-
versité libre de Bruxelles and the Royal Museums of Art and History.27 After 
this meeting, several authors unable to attend were solicited to enrich this vol-
ume and contribute additional insights. %is has resulted in a volume explor-
ing the question of #nishing work in medieval and modern European archi-
tecture in two separate, but complementary, parts.
%e #rst section, entitled Between carpentry and joinery: Construct-
ing !ooring, ceilings and roo"ng, addresses the gap, often di0cult to clas-
sify, between construction and #nishing work. Émilien Bouticourt opens the 
discussion by an in-depth study of .oorings and ceilings in the Rhodanian 
Midi (France) at the end of the Middle Ages. Examining a rich and well- 
documented corpus, the author demonstrates the high level of knowledge and 
skills of the carpenters (the fustiers) as well as changes in the profession and the 
organisation of work sites with the appearance and surge in joiners. Maarten 
 Enderman continues this theme by a thorough consideration of wooden struc-
tures separating the stories of buildings (beams, joists, .oorings) in the houses 
of  ‘s-Hertogenbosh (the Netherlands), mainly after the #re of 1463 that rav-
aged part of the Brabantine city. %e study combines methods (typology and 
changes in construction patterns, dendrochronology and dendroprovenancing) 
and suggests new lines of research to understand certain changes in construc-
tion. %e article by Michael Grabner, Andrea Klein, Sebastian  Nemestothy and 
Erwin Salzger presents the results of a systematic study of ceilings in Austria, 
based on a dataset of 142 buildings of di$erent types. %e authors have estab-
lished a chrono-typology for ceilings, development in the choice of wood spe-
cies used, and show the path to follow for this type of cataloguing approach. 
%e study of Philippe Sosnowska, Pascale Fraiture and Sarah Crémer pro-
poses the #rst multidisciplinary synthesis of .oorings and their use in  Brussels 
( Belgium) between the late 16th and 19th centuries. %e study is based on detailed 
archaeological examination conducted over the last ten years during preven-
tive excavations in the Belgian capital, dendrochronological dating and iden-
ti#cation of wood species, all of which enable establishment of a preliminary 
chrono- typology. Still in Belgium, the contribution of Jean-Louis Vanden 
Eynde addresses the question of pointed panelled barrel vault frames in the 
province of Hainaut that were studied during restoration projects. %is method 
of covering is attested between the 13th and 17th centuries, in the Gothic style, 
and demonstrates a chronological progression towards increasing re#nement 
and technical skill. %e last article, by Pierre Mille, examines the largely under-
studied topic of wooden shingles. In addition to an extensive examination of 
the archaeological material yielded at three sites in France in recent decades, 
the author presents a salutary clari#cation of the question, exploiting a rich his-
torical and archaeological bibliography that goes beyond the French borders.
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%e second part of this publication, entitled Organising light and space: 
Doors, windows, stairs and panelling, resituates chronologically, typograph-
ically and architecturally several elements of #nishing work in their formal 
aspects and points out their contribution to the organisation and ornamenta-
tion of buildings. %e contribution of Karin Keutgens, Bernard Delmotte and 
Charles Indekeu is the result of an archaeological study of St Martin’s Church 
in Zaventem (Belgium) conducted during its restoration. Among the rich har-
vest of architectural observations provided by the study, its interest resides in 
the demonstration of ancient primitive Romanesque bays and elements of the 
wooden frame found in the grooves within the Gothic masonry, not yet dated 
by dendrochronology or radiocarbon. Two contributions present an archaeo-
logical and technical study of doors. %e article by Vincent Bernard, Bruno 
Béthencourt, Yannick Le Digol, David Nicolas-Mery and Pierre Mille focuses 
on examination of a very speci#c kind of door (and more rarely shutters) termed 
wooden-nailed doors observed in rural context in Brittany and Normandy (his-
torical region of Armorica, France). Dated between the 14th and 18th centuries, 
behind an apparent simplicity of execution, the examples studied show a high 
level of mechanical knowledge in the utilisation of wooden material, here pri-
marily oak. %e second article, by Sebastian Nemestothy, Andrea Klein and 
Michael Grabner examines the main entrance doors of rural Austrian build-
ings. Using a corpus ‘arti#cially’ constituted of 51 doors from buildings reas-
sembled in the Austrian Open Air Museum in Stübing, the authors propose a 
preliminary typology of these structures and clari#cation of the wood species 
used. %e contribution of Arnaud Tiercelin is next, based on French material, 
and proposes a technical analysis of the development of processes to ensure the 
watertightness of windows. %e author in particular illustrates how windows 
of today owe much to a technical mastery progressively elaborated between the 
15th and 18th centuries. %e contribution of Patrice Gautier, Pascale Fraiture and 
Valérie Montens proposes an in-depth monographic study of a window frame 
conserved at the Royal Museums of Art and History in Brussels ( Belgium). 
%is element, of a high quality of manufacture, is meticulously described and 
dated by dendrochronology to the second third of the 16th century. %e #nal 
two contributions lead us into the domain of monumental staircases and orna-
mental joinery at the end of the Ancien Régime. %e article by Ada de Wit, 
using exceptional accounting documentation, sheds light on the realisation of 
a grand sculpted staircase today conserved in museum context. %e work was 
ordered from a master carpenter and joiner by a rich o0cer in the entourage 
of the stathouder and the king of England William III of Orange, for his hotel 
in %e Hague (the Netherlands) at the end of the 17th century. To conclude the 
volume, Isabelle Gilles introduces us to the heart of the furnishings and wood-
work of 18th- century houses in Liège (Belgium), using archival records. %is 
article shows with extreme justice the importance of such #nishing work and 
decoration for the a0rmation of social status. %is contribution in particular 
reveals the necessity of taking these elements into account for full comprehen-
sion of the functional logistics and social and cultural meanings. %e today 
imperfectly preserved buildings do not always allow reconstruction of these by 
their contemporary material state. In
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Perspectives for future research
%e contributions included in the present volume altogether cover a relatively 
broad, but incomplete, chronological and thematic range. %e question obvi-
ously merits expansion to new territories. Many investigations remain to be 
done for .oorings and ceilings, shutters, doors and windows, domains that 
are beginning to attract the attention of researchers. In contrast, staircases and 
panelling, apart from aesthetic considerations, still belong to terra incognita. 
With respect to chronology, it can be asked whether the end of the 18th cen-
tury is a pertinent terminus. %e few works devoted to rural vernacular archi-
tecture suggest that the 19th century, and even part of the 20th century, could 
easily be included.
Both due to the novelty of the theme and the personal networks of the edi-
tors of this publication, it was not possible to include all countries and all of 
the broad historical regions. %e former Low Countries are dominant in the 
geographic area covered with seven articles, #ve in Belgium (Brussels, Hainaut, 
Liège and Zaventem) and two in the modern Netherlands ( ’s-Hertogenbosch 
and %e Hague). Four articles are dedicated to France, in a speci#c region 
(southern Rhone Valley, Brittany) or not. Finally, two contributions concern 
Austria. It appears, however, indispensable to expand the geographic coverage: 
Great Britain and Germany come immediately to mind, with a rich dendro-
chronological tradition and a powerful current for the study of buildings that 
appear entirely designed to produce the #rst overviews and attempts at syn-
thesis. Others regions should follow: the Mediterranean, Central Europe and 
Scandinavia.
Also, in this perspective, the question of vocabulary is raised. Several con-
tributions in this volume have shown the lexicographic complexity of #nishing 
work, both in the original languages and in English. %e edition of this work, 
with English proofreading or translation, was a di0cult and meticulous exer-
cise and it was a conscious decision to leave the di$erent lists of technical terms 
associated with the article rather than combined in a general lexicon. However, 
an objective in the near future should focus on the harmonisation and formal-
isation of the technical vocabulary, such that the scienti#c community inter-
ested in the question of #nishing work can advance on a common basis and 
communicate e0ciently.
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Notes
1 Authors’ translation in the text of: ‘les 
planchers, portes et fenêtres’.
2 Authors’ translation in the text of: ‘faits de 
petites pièces’ (Delorme, 1561).
3 Doors and windows are treated from the 
point of view of their masonry frame and 
the recommended ratios of proportions; 
continuing with vaults, the author is 
particularly interested in the .ooring, 
detailing the dimensions of the joists, 
sleepers and other elements. %e term 
‘joinery’ appears at the end of the volume, 
when the ‘ordinary price of joinery’ 
(authors’ translation of: ‘le prix ordinaire 
de la menuiserie’) is presented. %e author 
here discusses only doors and casements 
(Savot, 1685: 317-319).
4 Authors’ translation in the text of: 
‘principaux ouvrages de menuiserie’ (Bullet, 
1691).
5 Except when the author envisages the 
necessary qualities of the wood: ‘%e wood 
that we use for Joinery should ordinarily 
be of the highest quality oak, dried at 
least #ve years, with a straight grain, that 
is, without knots or sapwood, and no 
rotting’ (authors’ translation of: ‘Le bois 
que l’on emploie pour la Menuiserie doit 
être ordinairement de chêne de la meilleure 
qualité, sec au moins de cinq ans, de droit 
"l, c’est-à-dire, sans nœuds ni aubier, ni 
aucune pourriture’; Bullet, 1695: 340).
6 %e author is also conscious of being 
a pioneer when he declares: ‘Having 
found nothing on this material that was 
developed enough, I felt that I should 
apply myself and give examples of a 
sensible and distinct grandeur’ (authors’ 
translation of: ‘N’ayant encore rien trouvé 
sur cette matière qui fût assez développé, 
j’ai cru devoir m’y attacher & en donner 
des exemples d’une grandeur sensible & 
distincte’; Blondel, 1732: 152).
7 Authors’ translation in the text of: ‘où 
l’on emploie les bois de di!érentes couleurs, 
débités par feuilles très minces, qu’on 
applique par compartiment sur de la 
menuiserie ordinaire’.
8 Authors’ translation in the text of: ‘qui a 
pour objet la décoration & les revêtisemens 
des appartemens, pour laquelle la 
connaissance du dessein est nécessaire’.
9 Authors’ translation in the text of: ‘art de 
les pro"ler et de les joindre ensembles’.
10 Authors’ translation in the text of: 
‘n’emploient que des gros bois presque 
toujours verts, charpentés et équarris avec 
la coignée et reparés seulement avec la 
bisaigüe’.
11 Authors’ translation in the text of: 
‘n’emploient que des bois secs et d’une 
médiocre épaisseur, lesquels sont corroyés avec 
la varlope et le rabot’.
12 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Menuiserie d’Assemblage’.
13 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Ébénistes’.
14 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Menuisiers de Bâtiments’ and the 
‘Menuisiers en Carrosses’.
15 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Volets ou guichets’.
16 Chapter IX presents ‘Doors in general’ 
(original text, translated by the authors: 
‘Des portes en général’), chapter X 
‘Medium-sized doors in general’ (original 
text, translated by the authors: ‘Des 
moyennes portes en général’) and chapter XI 
‘Small doors’ (original text, translated by 
the authors: ‘Des petites portes’).
17 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘parquets en plancher’.
18 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘sacristies ou trésors’.
19 %is work was republised by Nosban in 
1843, appearing under the title Nouveau 
manuel complet du menuisier en batiments 
et du layetier-emballeur.
20 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Menuiserie’.
21 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Clôtures, claires-voies, volets et lambris’.
22 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Vantail’.
23 Original text (translated by the authors): 
‘Dormant’.
24 Note in particular a chapter speci#cally on 
#nishing work, ‘Doors, shutters, panelling, 
screens’ (Salzman, 1952: 253-261).
25 Among others, the well-studied 
example of wood profession in Brussels 
(Bonenfant-Feytmans, 1981; Janssens, 
1988; Paquay, 1997) and Paris (Roux, 
1991).
26 %e work of the Centre de recherche sur 
les Monuments Historiques is the topic 
of a brief presentation in Forêts alpines & 
charpentes (Bernardi, 2007; Mayer, 2007: 
165-170).
27 International Study Day From Carpentry 
to Joinery. Floors and Ceilings, Shutters 
and Frames, Doors and Panelling in 
Medieval and Modern Architecture, 29-30 
November 2013.
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